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ABSTRACT
Radiative fluxes obtained from a numerical model were compared
with those obtained from aircraft-based radiometers. Separate
comparisons were made for thermal infrared (wavelength X > 2.9g)
and solar (2.9g > X > 0.6 g) radiation. The model ignores atmospheric
scattering, and assumes that H20, C02, 03 and 02 are the only
absorbers. Clouds are assumed to be black bodies in the thermal
region, while in the solar region they are assumed to be non-emitting
and partially reflecting. The radiometer data were taken from four
flights of the high-altitude ER-2 aircraft during the STEP experiment
in Darwin, Australia in January 1987. Both radiometers had
hemispheric fields of view. The infrared instrument recorded both
upward and downward flux, from which the net upwelling flux was
calculated; only the upwelling component of the net flux was
obtained from the solar instrument.
The model results correspond to the measured thermal infrared and
solar fluxes in a cloudy atmosphere to within instrument error. A
solar value computed for a cloudless atmosphere was low compared
to the single set of measurements taken in clear skies; this could be
due to either unreported low cloud, or a low assumed albedo.
1. Introduction
Solar radiation is the prime energy source of the atmosphere.
Climate changes perturb the structure and composition of the
atmosphere, which alters its radiative response. In order to
understand the consequences of such changes, it is important that
the radiative processes be accurately modeled. Over the past 80
years, meteorologists have constructed increasingly sophisticated
models of radiation exchange in the atmosphere. These models have
been used in many studies of the global radiation balance (e.g.
London and Sasamori, 1971, and Dopplick, 1972) and in speculative
studies on the effects of major changes in atmospheric composition,
such as the doubling of C02 (e.g. Manabe and Weatherald, 1967, and
Newell and Dopplick, 1970). Measurements of radiative flux at
several levels within a column can be used to calculate local radiative
heating rates. Because radiative flux measurements (other than
upwelling radiation measurements from satellites) are not regularly
made, some studies have cited heating rates from computed fluxes as
evidence for possible rising motion (e.g. Doherty et al, 1984).
Because of this wide usage of radiative transfer models, it is
important that some assessment of their accuracies be made. A
project to compare various models, the Intercomparison of Radiation
Codes in Climate Models (ICRCCM), was initiated in 1984.
Preliminary results from ICRCCM, for a prescribed cloudless
atmosphere, show generally good agreement among models which
explicitly account for the contribution to the transmission function
from each absorption line (Luther et al, 1988). Fluxes from less
detailed models, which average over bands of absorption lines, vary
by 10-20 percent. ICRCCM is currently doing another
intercomparison which includes the effects of clouds. ICRCCM also
compared a single observed profile from an aircraft-based
radiometer with a subset of the radiation models and found good
agreement at pressures greater than 500 mb, but large differences
between measured and calculated upward fluxes at lower pressures
(Luther, et al). This result, along with the spread of differences
among the models, suggests that intercomparison between radiative
transfer programs is not enough; for a comprehensive evaluation of
these models, they must be compared to observations of radiative
fluxes in the real atmosphere.
The present study is a comparison of radiative fluxes obtained
from a numerical model with those obtained from aircraft-based
radiometers. It should be stated from the outset that neither the
observational data nor the calculated values can be considered
"truth".
The numerical model used here is Dopplick's (1970) program,
which was based on previous work by Rodgers (1967) and Kennedy
(1964). The Dopplick model was included in the ICRCCM study; the
fluxes calculated with this model are within a few percent of the
median value for models of the same type (band models) for all of
the various model atmospheres used. There are several reasons for
critical examination of the applicability of its results. First of all,
because of the complicated nature of the radiative transfer
equations, and the many integrations required, a number of
approximations and simplifications were incorporated into the model.
Some of these approximations have been justified by other workers,
but others are clearly inappropriate to the real atmosphere
(discussion of the validity of the various approximations will be
deferred until Section 3). Secondly, the model can only be as good as
its input data. Although radiosondes provide the fairly complete
(albeit coarse) picture of the vertical temperature and water vapor
structure required by the model, it must be remembered that
radiosonde profiles are not truly spatially or temporally
homogeneous. Also, the inclusion of clouds introduces large
uncertainties; the optical properties of clouds are highly variable and
not necessarily related to geometric thickness. Neither the geometric
nor optical thickness is easily inferred from visual observation.
Even if the actual cloud properties were known precisely for a given
atmospheric profile, the model might not be able to take advantage
of that information because the treatment of clouds in the model is
very crude.
The largest errors in the model's calculations are due to the
simplified cloud model used (Hoffman, 1981). Because of this,
discrepancies between computed and observed fluxes due to other
approximations (e.g., no scattering or absorption by aerosol) will be
masked, both by the effects of assuming cloud heights and
thicknesses which may be different from those of the actual clouds,
and by the effects of the assumptions made about the cloud optical
properties. For this reason, not much will be said about the non-
cloud-related approximations, since their effects can only be assessed
from comparisons in cloudless atmospheres, and nearly all the data
used was from cloudy days.
Unfortunately, it was discovered in an earlier version of this
study that the available radiometer observations are not accurate
enough to use as benchmarks for a radiative transfer model. Early
radiation measurements were tested against flux obtained from
radiation charts, which had the advantage of simplicity, but made
many approximations. Comparisons such as those by Brewer and
Houghton (1956) and Suomi et al (1958) found good agreement with
these charts. Advances in computing technology have led to very
sophisticated models; measurement technology has not made such
rapid improvement, and errors in measured fluxes are still very
large.
For this reason, the present study cannot really assess the
accuracy of the Dopplick radiation model. Nevertheless, these results
can serve as guidelines for the appropriateness of its usage.
2. A brief description of the radiometers
2.1 The infrared radiometer
The infrared fluxes used in this report are obtained from the
hemispheric field of view radiometer which was located on the right
wing of a high altitude research aircraft, the NASA ER-2. The optical
heads of the instrument are rotated in flight, and take data when
facing directly up or directly down. The net flux is the difference
between the measurements in the up (measuring downwelling flux)
and down (measuring upwelling flux) positions. Because the position
of the instrument is fixed with respect to the aircraft, the data are
only reliable when taken while the plane is flying horizontally. The
measurements presented here are for stepped profiles; legs flown at
constant altitudes are connected by rapid, steep ascents or descents.
The ER-2 banks sharply in turns, however, and this may lead to
fluctuations on apparently horizontal flight legs.
The radiometer is sensitive to radiation from approximately
2.9g to 50g (1g = 10-6 meter); the transmission rolloff on the long
wavelength end extends from about 35g to 60g. The data were
adjusted to yield effective fluxes from 2.9g to infinity. The major
contributor to errors in the measurements is uncertainty about the
exact shape of the long wavelength rolloff, which could cause errors
of about 10%. Other sources of error are the measurement of the
internal instrument temperature (used to determine the contribution
of thermal emission within the instrument) and calibration errors.
The resulting uncertainty in the data from all sources of error is
estimated at 15%.
2.2. The solar radiometer
The solar fluxes used in this report are obtained from a solar
radiometer with a hemispheric field of view, which was located on
the underside of the fuselage of the ER-2. This instrument measures
upwelling flux; a similar instrument on the top of the aircraft
measures downwelling flux, but calibration problems prevented the
release of its data. For this reason, no net solar flux measurements
are available. As with the infrared instrument, this radiometer is
fixed with respect to the aircraft, and therefore the data are not
useable when the plane is turning or changing altitude.
The radiometer is sensitive to radiation from approximately
0.6g to 2.9g. Here again, the transmission rolloffs at the edges of the
band pass are not precisely known. The detector also exhibits some
azimuthal dependence on the direction of the incident radiation field
because the instrument is not optically symmetric. No laboratory
calibration measurements were made for the solar radiometers; the
instruments will ultimately be calibrated from the navigation data,
but an algorithm has not yet been developed. The uncertainty in
the data from all sources of error is expected to be about 30%.
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3. Description of the model
3.1 Introduction
The Dopplick model has been extensively documented by
Hoffman (1981); only the basic features of the program's code are
discussed here. The program version used in this study is essentially
the same as the one described by Hoffman.
The model calculates the net radiative flux, and the heating
rate due to flux divergence, at various specified levels in a model
plane-stratified, nonscattering atmosphere. Thermal (terrestrial) and
solar radiation are handled separately; solar radiation is in turn split
into the visible (up to 0.76[) and near infrared (0.76g to 6.3g)
regions. In the thermal region, the absorbing gases considered are
H20, C02, and 03. H20 absorbs broadly across this region, with a
series of rotational bands between 0 and 1000 cm- 1, the dimer
continuum from 720 to 1200 cm- 1, and a vibrational band centered
on 6.3g. (The spectral widths of the absorption bands in the model
are given in wavenumber (v) rather than wavelength (X), where
v = X / 0.01.) The other important absorption bands in this region
are the 15g C02 band and the 9.6g 03 band . The solar visible region
is treated as a single band in which 03 is the only absorber. In the
solar near infrared, the most important absorbers are H20 and C02,
which have many absorption bands in this region, and 02, which
absorbs in a narrow band centered on 0.76g. Table 3.1 summarizes
the spectral bands for which absorption is calculated, and the
absorber(s) in each band.
C02 and 02 are assumed to be evenly mixed throughout the
atmosphere; vertical profiles of the concentrations of H20 and 03
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Table 3.1. Spectral intervals used in the Dopplick radiation model for
radiative transfer calculations. The first group of intervals is used
for thermal calculations. The second group of intervals is considered
near infrared by the model, but their contributions are added to the
thermal bands for this study because the radiometer bandwidth
extends to 2.9g. The third group is used for the solar region.
Absorption band
H20 rotational 0 -
(H20)2) continuum 720 -
H20 6.3g 1200 -
C02 15g 567 -
03 9.6g 970 -
Spectral range (cm- 1 )
1000
1200
2200
767
1110
(13 subintervals)
(5 subintervals)
(9 subintervals)
C02 5.2g 1850 - 1970
C02 4.8g 1970 - 2200
C02 4.3g 2200 - 2600
H20 3.3g 2600 - 3340
C02 2.7g 3400 -3860
H20 2.7g 3340 - 4600
C02 2.0g 4700 - 5300
H20 1.9g 4600 - 6100
C02 1.6g 6100 - 6500
C02 1.4g 6800 - 7200
H20 1.38g 6500 - 8200
H20 l.g 8200 - 10000
H20 0.9g 10000 - 11500
H20 0.8g 11500 - 13000
02 0.76g 13000 - 13250
03 > 13250
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must be specified as program input. The model also requires the
vertical profile of temperature, and the upper and lower boundaries,
percent sky coverage, and optical properties of each cloud layer.
3.2 Thermal infrared region
The net flux of thermal radiation is obtained by integrating the
radiative transfer equation over angle, frequency, and height. The
intensity of radiation Iv at a frequency v traversing a path ds is
described by
dI,
-- = J,- I,kp ds
where Jv is the source function and kv is the mass extinction cross
section (as scattering is neglected here, this is equal to the mass
absorption cross section). Integration over height and angle, for a
plane stratified, nonscattering atmosphere, gives the equation for
upward flux of radiation at the frequency v at some level z2:
F T za dT- (Z2 ,Z) dz
-F(72) = L, 1j)T-(2,zi) + , f() dzdf21J~Z) dz(1)
where level zi is below level z2. F T is the upward flux (the
hemispheric integral of the vertical component of Iv); Tv(z2,z) is the
angle integrated transmission function for radiation reaching z2 from
z, and is a function of kv. In the Dopplick model, the angle
integration is not carried out; transmission functions for direct
radiation are used, with the absorber amounts multiplied by
Elsasser's diffusivity constant, p = 1.66. This approximation is
discussed by Rodgers and Walshaw (1966).
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The integration over frequency is approximated by a
summation over several spectral intervals over which Iv(z2) and Jv(z)
are assumed constant. If there are R intervals Avr the average
transmission function in the r(th) interval is defined
Tr (z2,Z) = - J Tv (22,Z) dv
The total upward flux over Avr is similarly defined
(22) =(22) dv
Averaging (1) over the r(th) interval gives
Fr(22 ) = laf(Z iz)IT Z+ I C dir( 22z) dz
which must be summed over all intervals to complete the frequency
integration.
The frequency averaged transmission functions are based on a
combination of laboratory data and band models. The transmission
depends on pressure, temperature, and the mixing ratio of the
absorber being considered. In the troposphere and lower
stratosphere, pressure broadening of absorption lines is more
important than temperature (Doppler) broadening. In the Dopplick
model the temperature dependence is incorporated in the effective
mass mixing ratio of the absorber, and the pressure dependence is
corrected for using the Curtis-Godson approximation.
If the radiation travels an inhomogeneous path which contains
integrated mass u,
14
Z2
u=f p dz'
then T, (z2 , z), which is a function of pressure (and also of
temperature) will not be constant along the path. In the Curtis-
Godson approximation, the mean pressure along the path is defined
_ p du
AU
where Au is the path length defined by the integration limits, and
the path is treated as though it were homogeneous, with p replacing
p in the transmission function. The errors introduced by this
approximation have been estimated by Walshaw and Rodgers (1963).
They concluded that the Curtis-Godson approximation is good for H20
and C02 absorption but poor for 03. A four parameter transmission
model, given by Rodgers (1968), is therefore used for the 9.6[t 03
interval.
The actual frequency averaged transmission functions used in
the model are given in Hoffman (1981). Lorentz line shape is
assumed for transmission functions derived from band models. For
intervals where more than one absorber is considered, it is assumed
that the transmissions multiply.
Clouds, like the earth's surface, are assumed to be black bodies
to thermal radiation. Houghton (1985) suggests that, while this is a
good assumption for low clouds, many mid-level clouds (alto- and
stratocumulus) do not radiate as black bodies. Platt (1976) found
that the cloud emissivity was related to the liquid water content of a
path through the cloud, which is not necessarily correlated to cloud
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depth (clouds can be geometrically thick yet tenuous, or thin yet
dense).
Emissivities of cirrus clouds also depend on the water content
(ice content) in a column through the cloud. The emissivity of cirrus
is generally below unity. This has been somewhat compensated for
in previous studies using the Dopplick model by reducing the sky
coverage by 50%; this is equivalent to an emissivity of .50, which is
a good approximation for fairly dense cirrus but probably still too
high for wispy or tenuous cloud (Houghton, 1985) and too low for
thundercloud outflow (Ackerman et al, 1988).
Cloud layers which only partially cover the sky are handled by
calculating fluxes for several plane stratified cloud structures and
averaging them together, using the fractional coverage as a weight.
Edge effects are neglected. An example, reproduced from Hoffman
(1981), is shown in Figure 3.1. Because of this averaging over many
cloud structures, it would be expected that the model would
correspond poorly with fluxes obtained from an instrument with a
narrow field of view, or from an instrument that was not very far
above a cloud.
3.3 Solar region
It is assumed that radiation is not scattered or emitted by the
atmosphere in this part of the spectrum. The flux at a given level
depends on the original intensity at the top of the atmosphere, and
on the path that the radiation followed. Calculation of the net flux at
a selected level in the atmosphere requires summation over all
paths, integration over frequency, and averaging over one day.
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Clouds are considered to absorb, reflect, and transmit varying
fractions of the incident radiation in this wavelength region,
depending on the height (i.e., type) of the cloud. Because clouds are
partial reflectors, different fractions of the incoming radiation will
follow different paths, some quite complicated; Figure 3.2,
reproduced from Hoffman (1981), shows some possible paths. The
model traces the incoming radiation over all possible paths, tracing
each ray until it is completely absorbed or escapes to space. The
probability that a ray will interact with a cloud is equal to the
fractional sky coverage of that cloud layer. Note that this implies
that clouds are randomly distributed in the horizontal, since each
interaction has no dependence on previous ones. This is not the
same as in the thermal infrared, where the overlap of cloud layers
may be prescribed. The cloud optical parameters are input by the
user and are discussed further in section 4. Clearly, any variation
from the actual cloud parameters will affect the net fluxes obtained.
The surface is also a partial reflector; the land reflectivity is
input by the user, and the reflectivity of the ocean is taken to be
0.061 for diffuse radiation (after interaction with a cloud or the
surface), and a function of solar zenith angle for direct radiation
(values taken from Payne, 1972).
The vertical flux of radiation at a frequency v, Fv (u, z), reaching
a level z along a particular path, is given by
F, (Ufz)= (-l17f (C, <-) T,(U)
where u is the vector of absorber amounts along the path, Tv is the
transmission function, Fv (0, oo) is that part of the flux at the top of
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the atmosphere which follows the path, and y is the number of
reflections in the path. If this is integrated over a frequency interval
Avr small enough that Fv (0, oo) may be considered constant, then
Fr (U, Z) = (-1 Fr (0, '*) Tr (N)
where
Fr (,Z) =fF, ,z) dv
and
Tr CU) d fT ~ v
=Avr A
Calculations are carried out separately for the solar visible and
near infrared regions, as discussed above. In the visible region, no
pressure or temperature dependence is assumed; absorption is
calculated from Kennedy's (1964) table. The near infrared
absorption is calculated from values given by Rodgers (1967), and
corrects for pressure but not for temperature. Surface albedo is
considered to be completely independent of v; the cloud optical
properties are assumed to be independent of v within each region.
Diurnal averaging is performed because the sun's zenith angle
varies over the course of a day, lengthening the path traveled by the
radiation. This is only important during the first part of the path,
when the radiation is direct; after interaction with a cloud or the
ground the radiation is considered diffuse, and Elsasser's diffusivity
constant is employed as in the thermal portion of the spectrum.
Diurnal averaging is useful for computations of time- and space-
averaged radiation balances, as made by Rodgers (1967) and
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Dopplick (1970). For the present comparison, the diurnal averaging
code was bypassed, and the solar fluxes were computed using the
actual sun position at the time of the measurements.
3.4 Modifications to the model for this comparison
In the Dopplick model, the 6.3g water vapor band is the
dividing line between thermal infrared and solar near infrared, and
the 0.7 6 g 02 band divides the solar near infrared and solar visible
regions. The short wavelength limit of the infrared radiometer used
in this comparison is 2 .9 g, which is therefore within the solar near
infrared region. Four absorption bands contribute to the total flux
between 2.9g and 6.3g: the 3.3g H20 band and the 4.3R, 4.8g, and
5.2p. C02 bands. The bandwidths are given in Table 3.1. For
purposes of this comparison, contributions from these bands were
summed separately during the near infrared calculations and added
to the thermal infrared flux at each level. This contribution accounts
for about 5% of the resulting flux.
Several modifications were necessary for the solar calculations.
The range of the solar radiometer encompasses the entire near
infrared region except for the four bands discussed above. On the
short wavelength end, the radiometer range extends into the model's
solar visible region, to 0.6g. Since the model treats this region as one
wide 03 band, it was not possible to simply add in the appropriate
bands. Instead, using Kondratyev's (1969) table of the distribution
of energy in the solar spectrum, it was determined that for direct
radiation, 37% of the energy in wavelengths shorter than 0.76[ is in
the region from 0.6g to 0.76g. The calculated flux in the visible range
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was therefore multiplied by 0.37 before being added to the solar
near infrared flux (with the four bands discussed above subtracted)
to yield the total solar flux in the radiometer range. The contribution
from the visible range is generally about a third of the total; an error
is introduced because the 37% is for energy passing through the
entire atmosphere, but this is small compared to the total
uncertainty in the solar radiometer since the level of interest is well
below the 03 maximum.
Because data from the upward-looking solar radiometer was
not released, the program was modified to sum the upwelling and
downwelling solar radiation separately. The comparisons between
measured and computed solar flux in this paper are of upwelling
flux, not net flux.
Finally, as mentioned above, diurnal averaging was not
performed since the local time, and therefore solar zenith angle, was
known.
20
Figure captions
3.1 A possible cloud structure for thermal radiation, from Hoffman
(1981). In this example, there are three plane stratified cloud
structures -- low cloud, low and high cloud, and no cloud. The
effects of these are averaged together, using the fractional
coverage as a weight.
3.2 Some possible paths for solar radiation, from Hoffmann (1981).
The chance of a ray interacting with the cloud is equal to the
fractional coverage of the cloud. After interacting with a cloud
or the surface, the radiation is diffuse.
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4. Data
4.1 Introduction
The data used were collected during the Stratosphere-
Troposphere Exchange Project (STEP) deployment in January and
February, 1987, in the region around Darwin, Australia. The
limitation to a tropical atmosphere may affect the applicability of
these results to more general cases.
The STEP experimenters conducted a series of ER-2 high
altitude aircraft flights in order to examine potential dehydration
mechanisms for tropospheric air entering the lower stratosphere.
Because one proposed mechanism postulates stratosphere-
troposphere interaction through high convective cloud turrets, most
flights were in and around such clouds. Included among the
instruments were three different radiometers: an infrared narrow
field of view radiometer, measuring upwelling radiation intensity at
10g and 6g ; a broadband, hemispheric field of view infrared
radiometer, measuring upward and downward fluxes; and a
broadband, hemispheric field of view solar radiometer, measuring
upward and downward fluxes. The latter two instruments were
described in Section 2. Also on the aircraft were various
meteorological instruments measuring air temperature, pressure,
ozone concentration and water vapor concentration.
Broadband infrared and solar fluxes were made available for
STEP flights 9, 10, and 12. Solar fluxes only were provided for STEP
flight 7. All of these flights were over water; Figures 4.1-4.4 show
the flight tracks superimposed on surface maps. Satellite
photographs (near infrared) were obtained for each flight, and are
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shown, with partial flight tracks, in Figures 4.5-4.8. The flight
numbers, flight dates, and the locations and WMO numbers of the
upper-air stations nearest to the flight track, are given in Table 4.1.
Soundings at these stations at the time nearest to the time of the
flight are plotted in Figures 4.9-4.12.
Concurrently with STEP, the Australian Bureau of Meteorology
conducted Phase II of its Australian Monsoon Experiment (AMEX).
As the objective of AMEX was to obtain a comprehensive aerological
data set over northern Australia, the network of upper-air stations
flew radiosondes four times daily, and several stations were
equipped with Vaisala sondes provided by NASA. The Vaisala
sondes can provide water vapor measurements at lower humidities
than ordinary radiosondes, and are also capable of generating high
resolution vertical profiles (Hummel et al, 1985). In addition, a
Chinese research ship positioned in the Gulf of Carpenteria also flew
Vaisala sondes.
4.2 Temperature and water vapor profiles
Because the ER-2 aircraft is designed for flight in a rarefied
atmosphere, and because the primary purpose of the STEP flights
was to collect data relevant to studies of stratosphere- troposphere
interaction, the levels at which radiation measurements were made
are in the vicinity of the tropopause, generally between 150 and 50
mb. Meteorological measurements made from the aircraft are
obviously preferable to radiosonde data, since they are taken at the
same place and time as the radiation measurements, but they do not
provide a full profile to the ground. For this reason, the profiles used
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in section 6 as input to the model are a combination of data from the
meteorological instruments aboard the ER-2, for the tropopause
region, and radiosonde data from the nearest station below the flight
level. For one flight (flight 9), the ER-2 meteorological data was not
available, and radiosonde data is used for the entire profile. Upper-
atmosphere data above the levels of both the radiosonde and the ER-
2 (generally 40 mb to the top of the atmosphere) was taken from the
climatology used by Dopplick (1970).
Although the aircraft flew segments of each flight at different
altitudes, these levels were generally not directly above each other.
In addition, the time between the first and last segment of the
stepwise profile ranged from a minimum of two hours in flight 10 to
a maximum of slightly more than four hours in flight 9. Use of this
data requires the assumption of spatial and temporal homogeneity of
the vertical temperature and humidity profiles. Analyses over the
northern Australian region suggest that this is not a bad assumption
over the Arafura and Timor Seas, the Gulf of Carpenteria, and the
northern coast.
4.3 Ozone profiles
The Australian Bureau of Meteorology flew ozonesondes from
Darwin on most STEP flight days. Values for the ozone concentration
below flight level were taken from the ozonesonde flown closest to
the flight date; data from the ozone measuring instrument aboard
the ER-2 was used at the aircraft level.
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Table 4.1. Flight dates and the station used for each flight.
Flight Date (GMT) Station WMO # S latitude E longitude
7 23-24 Jan 1987 Chinese ship 01139 11030' 139000
9 30-31 Jan 1987 Darwin 94120 12026' 130052'
10 2-3 Feb 1987 Gove 94150 12016' 137000'
12 7-8 Feb 1987 Gove 94150
Table 4.2. Optical properties of clouds in the solar region (from
Dopplick, 1970).
Cloud Transmissivity
Visible NIR
Reflectivity
Visible NIR
High 0.79 0.77 0.21 0.19
Mid 0.46 0.34 0.54 0.46
Low 0.34 0.20 0.66 0.50
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4.4 Cloud profiles
The clouds presented the greatest challenge, and two
approaches were used. For the first set of comparisons, described in
section 6.1, it was assumed that the aircraft was sufficiently high
above the clouds that the field of view encompassed a random
ensemble of the clouds present. The heights of the cloud bases and
the sky coverage for each type of cloud were taken from surface
synoptic reports. The geometric thickness of each cloud layer was
estimated from climatology and from the observed humidity profile.
The second approach was adopted when it became apparent
that the instruments' field of view was limited to whatever mass of
cloud was directly below it; therefore, each layer of cloud was
assumed to cover 100% of the sky. Since this method was an
attempt to model the clouds local to the aircraft (rather than
construction of a spatial average), and the aircraft was not directly
over the surface stations during most of the flight, the surface
observations were not used to determine the heights of the cloud
layers. Instead, cloud profiles were constructed based on the
stations' temperature and humidity profiles, on the satellite
photographs, and on knowledge of the synoptic situation. These
profiles were used in the comparisons discussed in Section 6.2.
The cloud optical properties in the solar spectral region were
taken from Dopplick (1970); these values, which have been used in
most studies using the Dopplick model, are given in Table 4.2.
Clouds were considered to be black bodies with respect to thermal
infrared radiation, except for cirrus clouds which were assumed to
have emissivities of 0.75. This value was chosen because tropical
28
cirrus decks are typically optically thick (e.g., Ackerman et al, 1988);
most other studies using this model have assigned an emissivity of
0.5 to cirrus.
29
Figure captions
4.1 Surface analysis over Australia, with the flight track
superimposed, for 24 January 1987 (flight 7).
Same as 4.1,
Same as 4.1,
Same as 4.1,
Near infrared
region, for
Same as 4.5,
Same as 4.5,
Same as 4.5,
for 31 January 1987 (flight 9).
for 3 February 1987 (flight 10).
for 8 February 1987 (flight 12).
satellite photograph of the Gulf
24 January 1987 (flight 7)
for 31 January 1987 (flight 9).
for 3 February 1987 (flight 10).
for 8 February 1987 (flight 12).
of Carpentaria
4.9 Sounding at the Chinese ship used in conjunction with flight 7.
4.10 Sounding at Darwin used in conjunction with flight 9. Cloud
layers are between 975-769 mb (12.5% sky coverage), 935-
769 mb (25%), and 640-433 mb (87.5%).
4.11 Sounding at Gove used in conjunction with flight 10. Cloud
layers are betweeen 989-879 mb (10% sky coverage), 701-675
mb (70%), and 655-508 (100%).
4.12 Sounding at Gove used in conjunction with flight 12. Cloud
layers are between 978-955 mb (60% sky coverage) and 641-
597 mb (100%).
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5. Sensitivity of the model
Accurate model results depend on accurate model input.
Discrepancies between model results and the observed fluxes could
be due to errors in the atmospheric profile used as input to the
model. This was tested in several ways.
First, the input temperature and humidity profiles were varied
within expected accuracy, and the output compared with the results
from an unmodified profile. The accuracies of the temperature and
humidity sensors of the Vaisala sonde, taken from Hummel et al
(1985), are T = Ttrue +/-0.5 K, and U = Utrue +/-2%. It was assumed
that the errors would be systematic rather than random.
The cloudless profile used for flight 7, shown in Figure 4.5, was
modified in several ways: low/high humidity, low/high temperature,
and combinations of "errors" in humidity and temperature. The
errors in the net thermal fluxes did not exceed two percent at any
level, and generally were a very small fraction of a percent. The two
cases with the largest errors are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The
errors in the upwelling solar fluxes were always much smaller than
one percent.
Single bad data points in the profile, and non-systematic
fluctuations caused by random errors, also do not change the fluxes
significantly. The calculated layer heating rates are affected to a
greater degree, since they depend on the flux divergence.
Because the information about clouds used in this study was
limited to those clouds visible from the surface, it is quite possible
(and in the tropical atmosphere considered, highly probable) that
clouds may be present above the highest reported cloud level in
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overcast skies. For example, the sounding from the ship in the Gulf
of Carpentaria on February 2 suggests a cloud layer near 460 mb,
even though the highest reported cloud was at 645 mb (Figure 5.3).
Observations on other days, and at other stations in the northern
coastal region of Australia, record large (in horizontal extent)
altostratus layers at levels around 460 mb. The February 2 sounding
was used to calculate the net thermal flux and the upwelling solar
flux, with and without a layer of cloud from 493-430 mb. The
upper and lower boundaries of the extra cloud were chosen
somewhat arbitrarily, and it was assumed to cover the sky
completely. The result is shown in Figures 5.4a and b.
The effect of an added higher cloud layer is to decrease the net
upwelling thermal radiation at levels above the cloud. This is
because of the T4 dependence of the re-emitted radiation; the
higher cloud is cooler and thus the outgoing radiation is decreased.
It is clear that a layer of high cloud, such as cirrus, would decrease
the upwelling thermal radiation to an even greater degree. The
computed flux only changes by 5% with the added altostratus, but
addition of a cirrus layer can decrease the net upwelling thermal flux
by much more. Figure 5.5a shows the thermal flux profile calculated
using a cirrus layer from 150-110 mb; the net upwelling radiation
above the cloud is about half of its original value.
The computed upwelling solar radiation, in Figure 5.4b, is much
more sensitive to an added altostratus layer than the computed
thermal flux, increasing by 10% in this test case. The solar flux
above the cloud level is less sensitive to cirrus, however, since the
reflectivity used here for cirrus is low. Figure 5.5b shows the
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upwelling solar flux profile calculated with the added cirrus layer. It
will be seen in section 6 that the thermal flux above the highest
cloud is essentially determined by the height of that cloud only,
while the solar flux is sensitive to all cloud layers.
Only the heights of the bases of clouds, not of the tops, are
available from surface synoptic reports. The February 2 profile was
modified by increasing the height of the cloud top of the highest
reported cloud. The results are shown in Figure 5.6a and b. The
solid line marks the flux calculated with a cloud between 645 and
500 mb; the dashed line shows the flux resulting from moving the
cloud top to 466 mb. For infrared radiation, the effect is similar to
that of adding a higher layer of cloud; the cloud top is higher and
therefore cooler, so it radiates less. The upwelling solar flux is only
slightly increased by a thicker cloud. Since rays only interact with
clouds at their upper and lower boundaries, extending the highest
cloud does not change the number of reflections, as happens when
discrete cloud layers are added.
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Figure captions
5.1 Computed infrared fluxes for the sounding in Figure 4.6. The
solid line is the unmodified profile; the dashed line is for a
profile with 0.5 higher temperature and 2% lower relative
humidity.
5.2 As in 5.1; the dashed line is for 0.5 lower temperature and 2%
higher relative humidity.
5.3 Sounding at the Chinese ship for February 2. Reported cloud
layers are between 946-934 mb (10% sky coverage), 775-700
mb (70%) and 645-500 mb (100%)
5.4 Computed net thermal infrared (a) and upwelling solar (b) fluxes
for the sounding in Figure 5.3. The solid line is for the
unmodified profile; the dashed line is for a profile with an
extra cloud between 493-430 mb.
5.5 As in 5.4; the dashed line is for a profile with an extra cloud
between 150-110 mb.
5.6 As in 5.4; the dashed line is for a profile with the highest cloud
from 645-466 mb (instead of 645-500 mb).
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6. Comparison of computed and measured fluxes
6.1. A first comparison
A preliminary comparison was made by running the radiation
model for each flight with the assumption that the field of view sees
a random ensemble of clouds representative of the total cloud cover.
The combination of radiosonde and aircraft data described in section
4.2 was used for flights 10 and 12, while radiosonde data only was
used for flight 9, as the aircraft data were unavailable. The
computed radiative flux is shown in Figures 6.1-6.3a and b as a
function of pressure. The negative values reflect the coordinate
system used; downward flux is positive, so net upwelling radiation is
shown as a negative flux.
The fluxes obtained by the radiometer on those flights are
shown in Figures 6.1-6.3c and d. These plots are of observed net
upwelling flux (for the thermal band) or upwelling flux (for the solar
band) as a function of time; Figures 6.1-6.3e are plots of the
pressure measured at aircraft altitude for each flight. Each flight is
discussed individually below.
Flight 9: The target cloud for this flight was the upper level
outflow from the dissipating Cyclone Connie to the west, which lay
over lower clouds. The ER-2 traversed the cloud several times at
different heights; Flight track data indicate that the periodic
variation of observed net upwelling flux is due to crossing back and
forth over the cloud band; inspection of Figures 6.1c and e shows no
identifiable dependence on height (pressure). The computed flux
also does not vary much with pressure between 150 and 50 mb,
averaging 209 Wm- 2 for computed thermal flux. This is much
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higher than the average observed thermal flux, but comparable to
the largest observed values, which correspond to regions of low
cloud. The average computed upwelling solar flux over the same
vertical region is 262 Wm- 2 , which is close to the average observed
upwelling solar flux.
Flight 10: The ER-2 flew to an active cumulonimbus band
northeast of Gove. There is an apparent pressure dependence seen
in figures 6.2c and d as the flight level changes from about 72 mb to
86 mb and from 72 mb to above 58 mb. However, the fluxes from
the first flight segment at 72 mb (prior to 87500 GMT seconds) differ
from those from the second (around 91000 GMT seconds), by about
70 Wm- 2 for the infrared instrument and 200 Wm-2 for the solar
radiometer, which suggests that there is no real pressure
dependence. The apparent correlation is probably because the pilot
approached the high cloud and ascended in order to fly over it.
The relationships between the observed and computed fluxes
for this flight sharply contrast with those from flight 9. The
calculated thermal flux averages 204 Wm- 2 , which is much lower
than the largest observed values. The calculated upwelling solar
flux averages 396 Wm-2 ; this is comparable to the largest observed
values, which correspond to the region directly above the
cumulonimbus band.
Flight 12: The target of this flight was Cyclone Jason, in the
Gulf of Carpentaria. The average computed thermal flux of
208 Wm- 2 is somewhat higher than the peak observed value,
185 Wm- 2 ; the computed upwelling solar flux averages 344 Wm- 2 ,
which is higher than the average observed upwelling solar flux, but
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closer to the average than to the maximum. These relationships are
similar to those found for flight 9.
The calculated net upwelling thermal flux was nearly the same
in each case; since clouds are modeled as thermally black, the flux
above a cloud depends most strongly on the height of the highest
cloud top, decreasing with higher cloud. The level of the highest
cloud top ranged from 597 mb (flight 12) to 433 mb (flight 9),
although in the latter case, the cloud did not cover the entire sky, so
the resulting thermal flux was greater than would be expected for a
cloud of that height. In all cases, the calculated thermal flux was
greater than the average observed flux. For flights 9 and 12, the
calculated flux was comparable to the highest observed values, which
suggests that there were higher clouds present that were not
reported in the synoptic observations. The greatest observed
thermal flux was measured during flight 10; this value is consistent
with the satellite photograph for that segment of the flight, which
indicates low cloud or clear sky. Since the composite cloud profile for
flight 10 does not include any fraction of low cloud alone, or clear
sky, the computed flux is lower than the highest observed values.
Again, this implies that the actual cloud height for the cloud band
was higher than that used for the model. This is supported by the
satellite photographs, which were received after much of this work
had been completed.
It is more difficult to assess the solar results; since clouds
partially transmit in this part of the spectrum, all cloud layers are
important. Although in general the computed upwelling solar flux
increases with the height of the highest cloud, adding lower level
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clouds increases the flux also, since this increases the effective
surface albedo. Therefore, the solar calculations are more sensitive
to the assumed cloud structure than the thermal calculations are.
Adding cloud above the highest reported cloud level moves the
modelled values away from the average measured flux, but this
depends somewhat on the sky coverage, height and thickness
assumed for the added cloud.
Clearly, the assumption of a representative cloud ensemble in
the field of view is not appropriate for these flights, since the cloud
boundaries are apparent in the measurements. It is misleading to
match these calculated profiles with the average measured flux; the
cloud distribution over the flight path is not likely to be the same as
that observed at any station, since these flights focus on particular
clouds. For this reason, fluxes were calculated for the cloudiest
regions, and compared with the observations from these regions
only.
6.2 Comparison over maximum cloud
Based on the satellite photographs and brightness
temperatures, the segment of each flight over the highest, densest
cloud was identified. In each case, the observed flux did not vary
much during that flight segment, and represented a clear extreme --
a minimum for the thermal flux, a maximum for the upwelling solar
flux. The location of each "maximum cloud" segment, and the
average net infrared flux and upwelling solar flux observed in that
segment, is given in Table 6.1.
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The cloud was modelled using the second scheme described in
Section 4.4, and assumed to fill the entire field of view of the
radiometer (effectively 100% sky coverage). Since the cloud profile
represents only a "best guess", several possible profiles were created
for each flight; a summary of the profiles appears in Table 6.2. The
cloud structures were not specifically "tuned" to produce the best
results; however, several model runs were made for each flight, with
different combinations of the cloud layers which were likely to be
present (since the satellite picture only gives information about the
highest level of cloud), and those resulting in fluxes differing from
the measurements by more than 50% were not used. Each flight is
discussed individually below.
Flight 9: Because the ER-2 traversed the cyclone outflow
several times, at different heights, there were many segments of
maximum cloud at nearly regular intervals. Three were chosen as
examples; one at 115 mb, one at 105 mb, and one at 70 mb. Figure
6.4a shows the thermal flux computed using two possible cloud
profiles. There is little difference between the results of the two
profiles, and the average computed flux over the three levels is equal
to the average of the flux measurements at those levels, although the
variation with height is much smaller. Figure 6.4b shows the
upwelling solar flux calculated from the same profiles; again, the
variation with height of the observed flux is large, but the computed
flux does not change with height above the highest cloud. The large
variation in measured values may be partially because of the time
between the steps of the profile; an hour passed between 115 mb
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and 105 mb, and more than two hours between the 105 mb and 70
mb steps, during which the cloud could evolve.
Flight 10: The location of the cumulonimbus band is easily
seen in the data. The large "bumps" in the data at approximately
89000 and 90000 GMT seconds correspond with turns made by the
aircraft; the segment of maximum cloud lies between these two
turns. Figures 6.5a-b show the thermal and solar flux calculated for
this flight with three different possible cloud profiles. Again, there is
more variation among the results of the solar calculations than of the
thermal calculations. The computed thermal flux tends to be low; it
could be increased by assuming a lower cloud top for the highest
cloud or a lower emissivity.
Flight 12: The flight track crosses Cyclone Jason several times,
with the segment of maximum cloud just after a turn, seen as a
bump in the data at approximately 9600 GMT seconds. Figures 6.6a-
b show the thermal and solar flux calculated using two possible cloud
profiles. In contrast to the previous flight, the computed infrared
flux is a little high, but still well within instrument error. The solar
results are much better for the second profile.
The summary of computed and observed fluxes in Table 6.3
suggests that they correspond to within instrument error. This
result, however, is largely due to the assumptions about cloud
locations and properties. Conceivably, an a posteriori cloud model
could be devised which would result in a perfect match between
measured and calculated fluxes, but there would be no guarantee
that this cloud structure was actually present.
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Table 6.1. Locations of flight segments over maximum cloud, and
the average observed flux in those segments.
Flight Start End Pressure Measured flux (Wm- 2 )
GMT sec GMT sec (mb) Thermal Solar
9 84510 84780 115 75 250
86970 87750 105 85 350
96330 96750 70 115 480
10 88960 89620 87 115 400
12 9685 10105 92 110 480
Table 6.2. Summary of assumed maximum cloud profiles.
Flight Profile Low cloud Middle cloud High cloud
9 1 935-769 640-433 250-119
2 none 640-433 250-119
10 1 989-879 655-508 396-136
2 none 655-508 396-136
3 989-879 none 396-136
12 1 none 597-424 173-110
2 990-955 597-424 173-110
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Table 6.3.
T=thermal,
Flight 9:
Results of the radiation program for "maximum cloud".
S=solar flux in Wm- 2 .
Pressure Profile 1 Profile 2 Measured
(mb) T S T S T S
115 91 436 91 377 75 250
105 91 436 91 377 85 350
70 92 435 91 375 115 480
Flight 10:
Pressure Profile 1 Profile 2 Profile 3 Measured
(mb) T S T S T S T S
87 97 426 96 367 104 373 115 400
Flight 12:
Pressure Profile 1 Profile 2 Measured
(mb) T S T S T S
92 116 375 117 450 110 480
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6.3. Less dense cloud
While the highest, densest cloud was easily identified and
modelled, it was harder to find a match between observed and
computed fluxes over the peripheral parts of the cloud bands. Part
of the reason was that it was difficult to tell from the satellite
pictures if these clouds were less dense or simply lower than the
maximum cloud; these cases would have to be modelled differently.
Attempts to construct cloud profiles were abandoned when it became
clear that this was a case of fitting the data to match the model.
6.4. The clear air flight
Solar data only was available for the single clear air flight,
flight 7. The target for this flight was a cumulonimbus anvil over the
southeastern edge of the Gulf of Carpentaria, but much of the flight
(prior to 90000 GMT seconds) was in apparently clear skies. Figures
6.7a-b show the calculated upwelling solar flux profile and the
observed upwelling solar flux as a function of flight time.
Clearly, the computed values for the upwelling solar flux are
much smaller than those observed; the small values are due to the
low sea surface albedo (3%) used in the model. There are several
possible explanations. First, it is evident from the measurements
that there is some spatial variation in flux. This could be from small
clouds; 1/8 cloud was reported by the Chinese ship, and there
appears to be low cloud in the satellite picture. Low cloud would be
so far below the aircraft that, in contrast to the cases discussed
above, where high cirrus was always present, the instrument's field
of view would never be cloud-filled or cloud-free. In addition to
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contributing to the total albedo, the clouds would make the solar
beam diffuse; the sea surface albedo for diffuse radiation is about
triple the albedo for the nearly normal beam (Payne, 1972). This
would explain why even the lowest observed values are significantly
higher than the computed fluxes. If a layer of low cloud between
970 and 930 mb, covering 1/8 of the sky, is added to the profile, the
computed solar upwelling flux increases to 50 Wm- 2 .
Some increase in the effective albedo may be due to the
aerosol, which is neglected in the model. Houghton (1985) gives the
transmissivity of the aerosol over ocean as 0.86-0.94. The partition
of the remainder into absorption and scattering is uncertain; he cites
several computations which indicate that the amount of upward
scattering is very small.
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Figure captions
6.1 Computed net thermal infrared (a) and upwelling solar (b) flux
as functions of pressure, measured net thermal infrared (c) and
upwelling solar (d) flux as functions of flight time, and
measured pressure as a function of flight time (e), for flight 9.
6.2 As in 6.1, for flight 10.
6.3 As in 6.1, for flight 12.
6.4 Computed net thermal (a) and upwelling solar (b) flux for flight
9, using two possible cloud profiles. The flux for profile 1 is
shown by a solid line; that for profile 2, by a dotted line. The
structure of each cloud profile is given in Table 6.2.
6.5 As in 6.4, for flight 10. The irregularly dashed line is the flux for
profile 3.
6.6 As in 6.4, for flight 12.
6.7 Computed upwelling solar flux as a function of pressure (a) and
measured upwelling solar flux as a function of flight time (b)
for flight 7.
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7. Concluding remarks
The model gives reasonable values for thermal infrared and
upwelling solar fluxes in a cloudy atmosphere. The fine structure
due to small-scale variations in cloud amounts and properties cannot
be reproduced because of the one-dimensional character of the
model, but this is not necessary for assessment of radiative balances
based on zonally or globally averaged climatological data.
Clouds are radiatively important, yet they are poorly reported
in the data and poorly modeled by the computer program. This is a
greater problem with the solar spectral region than the infrared,
since clouds are considered black bodies in the latter case but partial
reflectors in the former. Thin clouds and cirrus may be far from
black, however. Because only one comparison is for a cloudless sky,
the results must be interpreted with caution. The real performance
of the model (e.g. aptness of the assumption of no scattering, or
accuracy of the band approximations to real absorption spectra)
needs to be determined by a comparison in a cloudless atmosphere.
If one were designing an experiment for the sole purpose of a
radiation intercomparison, one would want the measurements of all
quantities required by the model to be made from the same platform
as the radiation measurements. These measurements would also
ideally be made at many levels, in as close to a vertical profile as
possible. This would suggest a balloon-borne experiment, such as the
one described by Suomi et al. (1958). In addition, a particle counter,
such as the Knollenberg instrument which was aboard the ER-2,
could provide information about cloud heights and water content.
Measurements should be made under as many different conditions
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as possible; over land and water, in all seasons, and in arid as well as
moist climates. Cloudless days would provide data for evaluation of
the basic radiative transfer code, while data from cloudy days would
be used to assess the cloud algorithm. The various radiative transfer
models could be tested against this data set in order to determine the
reasons for the differences found between their results.
The major problem with this "ideal experiment" is that
broadband flux measurement errors are too large. In the present
study, for example, the uncertainty in the longwave radiation
measurements is larger than the spread between the lowest and
highest computed values from models in the ICRCCM comparison for
net flux at the tropopause in a tropical atmosphere. The expected
error in the solar measurements is even larger. Although broadband
radiometers are theoretically accurate to 5%, operational errors are
generally larger (Albrecht and Cox, 1977).
This points to the same conclusions reached by the ICRCCM
workers. On the one hand, it is important that radiative transfer
models be tested against measured values of radiative flux in the
atmosphere, since comparison of results from many models which
use essentially the same algorithms shows a large spread in values.
Even very detailed models can not claim to be absolutely correct, as
the exact absorption line shapes are not always known. On the other
hand, the accuracy of measured fluxes is not sufficient to test these
models. For these reasons, the ICRCCM recommendation was to
measure spectral radiances at high spectral resolution, which can be
done with much higher accuracy than broadband measurements
(Luther et al, 1988), and compare these with computed values. A
91
carefully planned, dedicated observing program, which tests the
radiation models under a wide range of conditions, should be able to
assess the accuracy of current models and resolve the discrepancies
among them.
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